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1. INTRODUCTION
Let M be a smooth complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n, with
the geodesic distance
d(x, y)=inf {|
1
0
|w* (t)|2 dt, w # C1((0, 1); M ), w(0)=x, w(1)= y= . (1)
We define the Wasserstein distance, or transportation distance with quad-
ratic cost, between two probability measures + and & on M, by
W(+, &)=- T2(+, &)= inf? # 6(+, &) |M_M d(x, y)2 d?(x, y), (2)
where 6(+, &) denotes the set of probability measures on M_M with
marginals + and &, i.e., such that for all bounded continuous functions f
and g on M,
|
M_M
d?(x, y)[ f (x)+ g( y)]=|
M
f d++|
M
g d&.
Equivalently,
W(+, &)=inf [- E d(X, Y)2, law(X )=+, law(Y )=&],
where the infimum is taken over arbitrary random variables X and Y on
M. This infimum is finite as soon as + and & have finite second moments,
which we shall always assume.
The Wasserstein distance has a long history in probability theory and
statistics, as a natural way to measure the distance between two probability
measures in weak sense. As a matter of fact, W metrizes the weak-* topology
on P2(M), the set of probability measures on M with finite second moments.
More precisely, if (+n) is a sequence of probability measures on M such
that for some (and thus any) x0 # M,
lim
R  
sup
n
|
d(x0 , x)R
d(x0 , x)2 d+n(x)=0,
then W(+n , +)  0 if and only if +n  + in weak measure sense.
Striking applications of the use of this and related metrics were recently
put forward in works by Marton [21] and Talagrand [30]. There, Talagrand
shows how to obtain rather sharp concentration estimates in a Gaussian
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setting, with a completely elementary method, which runs as follows.
Let
d#(x)=
e&|x| 2 2
(2?)n2
dx
denote the standard Gaussian measure. Talagrand proved that for any
probability measure + on Rn, with density h=d+d# with respect to #,
W(+, #)2 |R n h log h d#=2 |Rn log h d+. (3)
Now, let B/Rn be a measurable set with positive measure #(B), and for
any t>0 let
Bt=[x # Rn ; d(x, B)t].
Here d(x, B)=infy # B &x& y&R n . Moreover, let #|B denote the restriction of
# to B, i.e. the measure (1B#(B)) d#. A straightforward computation, using
(3) and the triangle inequality for W, yields the estimate
W(#|B , #|Rn"Bt)2 log 1#(B)+2 log
1
1&#(Bt)
.
Since, obviously, this distance is bounded below by t, this entails (for t
- 2 log 1#(B))
#(Bt)1&e&(12)(t&- 2 log 1#(B))
2
. (4)
In words, the measure of Bt goes rapidly to 1 as t grows: this is a standard
result in the theory of the concentration of measure in Gauss space, which
can also be derived from the Gaussian isoperimetry.
Talagrand’s proof of (3) is completely elementary; after establishing it in
dimension 1, he proceeds by induction on the dimension, taking advantage
of the tensorization properties of both the Gaussian measure and the
entropy functional E(h log h). His proof is robust enough to yield a com-
parable result in the more delicate case of a tensor product of exponential
measure: e& |xi | dx1 } } } dxn , with a complicated variant of the Wasserstein
metric. Bobkov and Go tze also recovered inequality (3) as a consequence
of the Pre kopaLeindler inequality, and an argument due to Maurey [22].
In this paper, we shall give a new proof of inequality (3), and generalize
it to a very wide class of probability measures: namely, all probability measures
& (on a Riemannian manifold M) satisfying a logarithmic Sobolev inequality,
which means
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|
M
h log h d&&\|M h d&+ log \|M h d&+
1
2\ |M
|{h|2
h
d&, (5)
holding for all (reasonably smooth) functions h on M, with some fixed
\>0. Let us recall that (5) is obviously equivalent, at least for smooth h,
to the (maybe) more familiar form
|
M
g2 log g2 d&&\|M g2 d&+ log \|M g2 d&+
2
\ |M |{g|
2 d&.
In the case M=Rn, &=#, \=1, this is Gross’s logarithmic Sobolev inequality,
and we shall prove that it implies Talagrand’s inequality (3).
As we realized after this study, this implication was conjectured by
Bobkov and Go tze in their recent work [5]. But we wish to emphasize the
generality of our result: in fact we shall prove that (5) implies an inequality
similar to (3), only with the coefficient 2 replaced by 2\. This result is in
general optimal, as shows the example of the Gaussian measure. By known
results on logarithmic Sobolev inequalities, it also entails immediately that
inequalities similar to (3) hold for (not necessarily product) measures
e&9(x)&(x) dx on Rn (resp. on a manifold M ) such that  is bounded and
the Hessian D29 is uniformly positive definite (resp. D29+Ric, where Ric
stands for the Ricci curvature tensor on M ).
This implication fits very well in the general picture of applications of
logarithmic Sobolev inequalities to the concentration of measure, as developed
for instance in [19].
Then, a natural question is the converse statement: Does an inequality
such as (3) imply (5)? The answer is known to be positive for measures on
Rn that are log concave, or approximately: this was shown by Wang, using
exponential integrability bounds. But we shall present a completely different
proof, based on an information-theoretic interpolation inequality, which is
apparently new and whose range of applications is certainly very broad. It
was used by the first author in [26] for the study of the long-time behaviour
of some nonlinear PDE’s. One interest of this proof is to provide bounds
which are dimension-free, and in fact optimal in certain regimes, thus
qualitatively much better than those already known.
Our arguments are mainly based on partial differential equations. This
point of view was already successfully used by Bakry and Emery [3] to
derive simple sufficient conditions for logarithmic Sobolev inequalities (see
also the recent exhaustive study by Arnold et al. [1]), and will appear very
powerful here tooin fact, our proofs also imply the main results in [3].
Note added in proof. After our main results were announced, S. Bobkov
and M. Ledoux gave alternative proofs of Theorem 1 below, based on an
argument involving the HamiltonJacobi equation.
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2. MAIN RESULTS
We shall always deal with probability measures that are absolutely
continuous w.r.t. the standard volume measure dx on the (smooth, complete)
manifold M, and sometimes identify them with their density. We shall fix
a ‘‘reference’’ probability measure d&=e&9(x) dx, and assume enough
smoothness on 9: say, 9 is twice differentiable. As far as we know, the
most important cases of interest are (a) M=Rn, (b) M has finite volume,
normalized to unity, and d&=dx (so 9=0). An interesting limit case of (a)
is d&=dx|B , where B is a closed smooth subset of Rn. Depending on the
cases of study, many extensions are possible by approximation arguments.
Let d+= f dx, we define its relative entropy with respect to d&=e&9 dx
by
H(+ | &)=|
M
log
d+
d&
d+=|
M
d+
d&
log
d+
d&
d& (6)
or equivalently by
H( f | e&9)=|
M
f (log f+9 ) dx. (7)
Next, we define the relative Fisher information by
I(+ | &)=|
M }{ log
d+
d& }
2
d+=4 |
M }{ 
d+
d& }
2
d& (8)
or equivalently by
I( f | e&9)=|
M
f |{(log f+9 )|2 dx. (9)
Here | } |2 denotes the square norm in the Riemannian structure on M,
and { is the gradient on M. The relative Fisher information is well-defined
on [0, +] by the expression in the right-hand side of (8). The relative
entropy is also well-defined in [0, +], for instance by the expression
|
M \
d+
d&
log
d+
d&
&
d+
d&
+1+ d&,
which is the integral of a nonnegative function.
Definition 1. The probability measure & satisfies a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality with constant \>0 (in short: LSI(\)) if for all probability measure
+ absolutely continuous w.r.t. &,
H(+ | &)
1
2\
I(+ | &). (10)
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This definition is equivalent to (5), since here we restrict to measures
+=h& which are probability measures.
Definition 2. The probability measure & satisfies a Talagrand inequality
with constant \>0 (in short: T(\)) if for all probability measure +, absolutely
continuous w.r.t. &, with finite moments of order 2,
W(+, &)2H(+ | &)\ . (11)
By combining (10) and (11), we also naturally introduce the
Definition 3. The probability measure & satisfies LSI+T(\) if for all
probability measure +, absolutely continuous w.r.t. & and with finite moments
of order 2,
W(+, &)
1
\
- I(+ | &). (12)
Our first result states that (10) is stronger than (11), and thus than (12)
as well. Below, In denotes the identity matrix of order n, and Ric stands for
the Ricci curvature tensor on M.
Theorem 1. Let d&=e&9 dx be a probability measure with finite moments
of order 2, such that 9 # C2(M) and D29+Ric&CIn , C # R. If & satisfies
LSI(\) for some \>0, then it also satisfies T(\), and (obviously) LSI+T(\).
Remark. The assumption on D29+Ric is there only to avoid patho-
logical situations, and ensure uniform bounds on the solution of a related
PDE. For all the cases of interest known to the authors, it is not a restric-
tion. The value of C plays no role in the results.
We now recall a simple criterion for & to satisfy a logarithmic Sobolev
inequality. This is the celebrated result of Bakry and Emery.
Theorem 2 (Bakry and Emery [3]). Let d&=e&9 dx be a probability
measure on M, such that 9 # C2(M ) and D29+Ric\ In , \>0. Then d&
satisfies LSI(\).
As is well-known since the work of Holley and Stroock [16], if &
satisifies a LSI(\), and &~ =e&& is a ‘‘bounded perturbation’’ of & (this
means  # L, and &~ is a probability measure) then &~ satisfies LSI(\~ ) with
\~ =\e&osc(), osc()=sup &inf . This simple lemma allows to extend
considerably the range of probability measures which are known to satisfy
a logarithmic Sobolev inequality.
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Next, we are interested in the converse implication to Theorem 2.8. It
will turn out that it is actually a corollary of a general ‘‘interpolation’’
inequality between the functionals H, W, and I.
Theorem 3. Let d&=e&9 dx be a probability measure on Rn, with finite
moments of order 2, such that 9 # C2(Rn), D29KIn , K # R (not necessarily
positive). Then, for all probability measure + on Rn, absolutely continuous
w.r.t. &, holds the ‘‘HWI inequality’’
H(+ | &)W(+, &) - I(+ | &)&
K
2
W(+, &)2. (13)
Remarks. (1) In particular, if 9 is convex, then
H(+ | &)W(+, &) - I(+ | &). (14)
(2) Formally, it is not difficult to adapt our proof to a general
Riemannian setting, with D29 replaced by D29+Ric in the assumptions
of Theorem 3 (and of its corollaries stated below). However, a rigorous
proof requires some preliminary work on the Wasserstein distance on
manifolds, which is of independent interest and will therefore be examined
elsewhere. At the moment, using the results of [12], we can only obtain the
same results when d&=e&9 dx is a probability measure on the torus Tn,
where 9 is the restriction to Tn of a function 9 on Rn, D29 KIn .
(3) By Young’s inequality, if K>0, inequality (13) implies LSI(K ).
Thus, this inequality contains the BakryEmery result (at least in Rn).
Moreover, the cases of equality for (13) are the same than for LSI(K). By
the way, this shows that the constant 1 (in front of the right-hand side of
(13)) is optimal for K>0.
(4) In any case, we have, for any \>0,
H(+ | &)
1
2\
I(+ | &)+
\&K
2
W(+, &)2.
This tells us that LSI(\) is always satisfied (for any \), up to a ‘‘small
error’’, i.e., an error term of second order in the weak topology.
Let us now enumerate some immediate consequences of Theorems 1,
2, 3. As a corollary of Theorem 1, we find
Corollary 1.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, for all measurable
set B/M, and t- (2\) log(1&(B)), one has
&(Bt)1&e&(\2)(t&- (2\) log(1&(B)))
2
. (15)
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This inequality was already obtained by Bobkov and Go tze [5].
Next, as a corollary of Theorem 2 and Theorem 1, we obtain
Corollary 2.1. Let d&=e&9 dx be a probability measure on M with
finite moments of order 2, such that 9 # C2(M), D29+Ric\In , \>0.
Then T(\) holds.
And actually, using the HolleyStroock perturbation lemma, we come
up with the stronger statement
Corollary 2.2. Let d&=e&9& dx be a probability measure on M,
with finite moments of order 2, such that 9 # C2(M ), D29+Ric\In ,
\>0,  # L. Then T(\~ ) holds, \~ =\e&osc().
We now state two corollaries of Theorem 3. The first one means that
under some ‘‘convexity’’ assumption, T O LSI, maybe at the price of a
degradation of the constants:
Corollary 3.1. Let d&=e&9 dx be a measure on Rn, with 9 # C 2(Rn),
 e&9(x) |x|2 dx<+, and D29KIn , K # R. Assume that & satisfies T(\)
with \max(0, &K ). Then & also satisfies LSI(\~ ) with
\~ =max _\4 \1+
K
\+
2
, K& .
In particular, if K>0, & satisfies LSI(K ); and if 9 is convex, & satisfies
LSI(\4).
Remark. This result is sharp at least for K>0.
Another variant is the implication LSI+T O LSI, or LSI+T O T. Quite
surprisingly, these implications essentially always hold true, in fact as soon
as D29 is bounded below by any real number.
Corollary 3.2. Let d&=e&9 dx be a measure on Rn, with 9 # C 2(Rn),
 e&9(x) |x|2 dx<+, and D29KIn , K # R. Assume that & satisfies
LSI+T(\) with \max(K, 0). Then & also satisfies LSI(\~ ), and thus also
T(\~ ), with
\~ =
\
(2&(K\))
.
Remark. Again, this is sharp for \=K>0.
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Proof of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. Let us use the shorthands W=W(+, &),
H=H(+ | &), I=I(+ | &), and assume that all these quantities are positive (if
not, there is nothing to prove).
By direct resolution, and since W cannot be negative, inequality (13) implies
W(- I&- I&2KH)K if K{0 (and I&2KH has to be nonnegative if
K>0), and WH- I if K=0. In all the cases, using W- (2H\), this
leads, if \&K, to
H
2I
\(1+K\)2
,
which is the result of Corollary 3.1. (Of course, if K\, then \~ is no
improvement of \.)
The proof of Corollary 3.2 follows the same lines. K
Without any convexity assumption on 9, it seems likely that the implica-
tion T(\) O LSI(\~ ) fails, although we do not have a counterexample up to
present. On the other hand, as will be shown in the last section, the Talagrand
inequality is still strong enough to imply a Poincare inequality.
Let us comment further on our results. First, define the transportation
distance with linear cost, or MongeKantorovich distance,
T1(+, &)= inf
? # 6(+, &) |M_M d(x, y) d?(x, y).
By CauchySchwarz inequality, T1T2=W. Bobkov and Go tze [5] prove,
actually in a more general setting than ours, that an inequality (referred to
below as T1(\)) of the form
T1(+, &) 2H(+ | &)\ ,
holding for all probability measures + absolutely continuous w.r.t. & and
with finite second moments, is equivalent to a concentration inequality of
the form
|
M
e*F d&e*  F d&+*2 (2\), (16)
holding for all Lipschitz functions F on M with &F&Lip1. Such a concen-
tration inequality can also be seen as a consequence of the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality LSI(\). So our results extend theirs by showing the
stronger inequality for W. In short, LSI(\) O T(\) O T1(\) O (16) O (15).
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By the arguments of [5], another consequence of Theorem 1 is that if &
satisfies LSI(\), then for all measurable functions f on M,
|
M
e\ Sf d&e\  f d&,
with Sf (x)#infy # M [ f ( y)+ 12 d(x, y)2]. Indeed, this is a consequence of the
general identities (the first of which is a special case of the Kantorovich
duality)
1
2 W(+, &)
2= sup
f # Cb (M )
{| Sf d+&| f d&= ,
H(+ | &)= sup
. # Cb (M )
{| . d+&log | e. d&= .
The proofs of [5] are essentially based on functional characterizations
similar to the ones above, and thus completely different from our PDE
tools. This explains our more restricted setting: we need a differentiable
structure.
To conclude this presentation, we mention that, very recently, G. Blower
communicated to us a direct (independent) proof of Corollary 2.1, in the
Euclidean setting (this is part of a work in preparation, on the Gaussian
isoperimetric inequality and its links with transportation). His argument
does not involve logarithmic Sobolev inequalities nor partial differential
equations. One drawback of this approach is that perturbation lemmas for
Talagrand inequalities seem much more delicate to obtain, than pertur-
bation lemmas for logarithmic Sobolev inequalities (due to the nonlocal
nature of the Wasserstein distance). In Section 5, we briefly reinterpret
Blower’s proof within our framework.
3. HEURISTICS
In this section, we shall explain how the inequalities T, LSI, HWI and
the BakryEmery condition have a simple and appealing interpretation in
terms of a formal Riemannian setting. This formalism, which is somewhat
reminiscent of Arnold’s [2] geometric viewpoint of fluid mechanics, was
developed by the first author in [26]. It gives precious methodological help
in various situations. We wish to make it clear that we consider it only as
a formal tool, and that the arguments in this section will not be used anywhere
else in the paper. Hence, the reader interested only in the proofs (and not
in the ideas) may skip this section.
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Let P denote the set of all probability measures on M. In the following
heuristics, we shall do as if all probability measures encountered had
smooth, positive and rapidly decaying density functions w.r.t the volume
element dx on M.
We shall formally turn P into a Riemannian manifold. Let us fix + # P.
Given a curve (&=, =) % t [ +t # P with +0=+, there exists a unique (up to
additive constants) solution 8 on M of the elliptic equation
&{ } (+ {8)=
+t
t } t=0 , (17)
which we interpret in the sense of
|
M
{‘ } {8 d+=
d
dt } t=0 |M ‘ d+t
for all smooth functions ‘ on M with compact support.
On the other hand, for a given function 8 there exists a curve (&=, =) % t
[ +t # P with +0=+ and (17)just take the push forward of + under the
flow generated by the gradient field {8. Hence we have identified the
tangent space T+P of P at + with the space of functions 8 on M (modulo
additive constants). We endow T+P with the scalar product
(8, 8 )=|
M
{8 } {8 d+
and write
&8&=- (8, 8) .
This endows P with a metric tensor and thus formally with a Riemannian
structure.
Let us now give a heuristic argument why the geodesic distance dist
induced by the above metric tensor is indeed the Wasserstein distance W.
Different arguments were given in [26, Sect. 4.3], and (implicitly) in Benamou
and Brenier [4, Theorem 1.2]. Let [0, 1] % t [ +t be a curve on P. According
to the above definitions, its tangent vector field [0, 1] % t [ 8t is given by
the identity (holding in weak sense)
d
dt | ‘ d+t =| {‘ } {8t d+t
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and its action 12 
1
0 &8t &
2 dt by
|
1
0
1
2 &8t&
2 dt=|
1
0
| 12 |{8t |2 d+t .
For any other vector field [0, 1] % t [ 8 t along the curve, we have
d
dt | 8 t d+t=| t8 t d+t+| {8 t } {8t d+t
=| \t8 t+12 |{8 t |2+ d+t+|
1
2
|{8t | 2 d+t
&|
1
2
|{8 t&{8t | 2 d+t .
Integrating in t and rearranging terms,
|
1
0
dt | 12 |{8t |2 d+t
=&|
1
0
dt | (t 8 t+ 12 |{8 t |2) d+t+| 8 1 d+1&| 8 0 d+0
+|
1
0
| 12 |{8 t&{8t |2 d+t dt. (3.7)
Hence
|
1
0
1
2 &8t&
2 dt
=sup
8 t
{&|
1
0
| (t 8 t+ 12 |{8 t |2+ d+t dt+| 8 1 d+1&| 8 0 d+0= .
By definition of the induced geodesic distance,
1
2 dist(+0 , +1)
2
=inf
+t
sup
8t
\&|
1
0
dt | (t8t+ 12 |{8t | 2) d+t+| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0+
=sup
8t
inf
+t
\&|
1
0
dt | (t8t+ 12 |{8t | 2) d+t+| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0+
=sup {| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0 , t8t+ 12 |{8t |20= ,
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where we have used the minimax principle. By standard considerations, the
supremum in the last formula is obtained when 8t is the viscosity solution
of the HamiltonJacobi equation
8t
t
+
1
2
|{8t | 2=0,
and this solution is given by the (generalized) HopfLax formula
8t (x)= inf
x0 # M \80(x0)+
1
2t
d(x, x0)2+ .
Thus the last line of the string of identities (18) is identical to
sup
80 , 81
{| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0 , 81(x1)&80(x0) 12 d(x0 , x1)2= .
The Kantorovich duality principle asserts that this expression coincides
with 12 W(+0 , +1)
2. Indeed,
sup {| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0 , 81(x1)&80(x0) 12 d(x0 , x1)2=
= sup
(80 , 81)
inf
? \| ( 12 d(x0 , x1)2+80(x0)&81(x1)) d?(x0 , x1)
+| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0 +
=inf
?
sup
(80 , 81)
\| 12 d(x0 , x1)2 d?(x0 , x1)
+| 81 d+1&| 80 d+0&| (81(x1)&80(x0)) d?(x0 , x1)+
=inf {| 12 d(x0 , x1)2 d?(x0 , x1), ?0 with marginals +0 , +1=
= 12 W(+0 , +1)
2. (3.17)
This establishes that W coincides with the induced geodesic distance
on P.
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The Riemannian structure allows to define the gradient grad E |+ and the
Hessian Hess E |+ of a functional E at a point +. Let us consider the entropy
w.r.t. a reference measure &, that is,
E(+)=| log
d+
d&
d+.
We will now argue that
(grad E |+ , 8)=| { log
d+
d&
} {8 d+,
(Hess E |+ 8, 8)=| [tr((D28)T D28)+{8 } (Ric+D29 ) {8] d+.
We mention that a somewhat different heuristic justification can be found
in [26, Sect. 4.4]. We observe that if t [ +t is a geodesic on P with tangent
vector field t [ 8t , then
(grad E |+t , 8t)=
d
dt
E(+t),
(Hess E |+t 8t , 8t)=
d 2
dt2
E(+t).
As can be seen from (18), the geodesic equation is given by
t +t+{ } (+t {8 t)=0,
(18)
t8t+ 12 |{8t |
2=0,
where the first equation is to be read as
| ‘ t
d+t
d&
d&=
d
dt | ‘ d+t =| {‘ } {8t d+t (19)
for all smooth functions ‘.
In order to compute the derivatives of E(+t) with respect to t, we shall
use the integration by parts formula
| {81 } {82 d&=| (&q81+{9 } {81) 82 d&, (20)
where d&=e&9 dx, and dx is the standard volume on M. Since
E(+t)=|
d+t
d&
log
d+t
d&
d&
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we obtain for the first derivative
d
dt
E(+t) = | \1+log d+td& + t
d+t
d&
d&
=(19) | { log
d+t
d&
} {8t d+t
= | {8t } {
d+t
d&
d&
=(20) | (&q8t+{9 } {8t)
d+t
d&
d&
= &| q8t d+t+| {9 } {8t d+t .
As for the second derivative,
d 2
dt2
E(+t) =
(19) | \&{8t } {q8t+q 12 |{8t |2+ d+t
+| \{8t } {({9 } {8t)&{9 } { 12 |{8t | 2+ d+t ,
which turns into the desired expression with the help of the Riemannian
geometry formulas (the first is the Bochner formula)
&{8 } {q8+q 12 |{8|
2=tr((D28)T D28)+{8 } Ric {8,
{8 } {({9 } {8)&{9 } { 12 |{8|
2={8 } D29 {8.
We observe that
E(+)=H(+ | &) and &grad E |+&2=I(+ | &),
and that, with these correspondences,
Talagrand inequality 
\
2
dist(+, &)2E(+),
logarithmic Sobolev inequality  \ E(+)
1
2
&grad E |+&2
BakryEmery condition  Hess E |+K Id.
Hence, the following three results are the exact analogues of Theorems
1, 2, and 3.
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Proposition 1$. Assume that for some \>0,
\+ # P, E(+)
1
2\
&grad E |+&2. (21)
Then,
\+ # P, dist(+, &) 2E(+)\ .
Proposition 2$. Assume that for some \>0,
\+ # P, Hess E |+\ Id. (22)
Then,
\+ # P, E(+)
1
2\
&grad E |+&2.
Proposition 3$. Assume that for some K # R,
\+ # P, Hess E |+K Id. (23)
Then,
\+ # P, E(+)&gradE |+& dist(+, &)&
K
2
dist(+, &)2.
In the remaining of this section, we briefly sketch the proof of these
abstract results, by performing all calculations as if we were on a smooth,
finite-dimensional manifold P. Moreover, we assume that & is characterized
by
E(+)0 with equality if +=&,
(24)
&grad E |+&  0  E(+)  0  dist(+, &)  0.
These proofs will be the guiding lines of our rigorous arguments for Theorems
1 and 3, in the next sections.
Proof of Proposition 1$. Assume that (21) holds. Fix a + # P. The key
ingredient is the gradient flow of E with initial datum +:
d+t
dt
=&grad E |+t , +0=+. (25)
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From Eq. (25) one easily checks that
d
dt
E(+t)=grad E |+t , d+tdt =&&grad E |+t &2,
and by assumption this quantity is bounded from above by &2\E(+t).
Thus, as t  +, E(+t) converges exponentially fast towards 0, and +t
converges to &.
Let us consider the real-valued function
.(t)#dist(+, +t)+ 2E(+t)\ .
Of course, .(0)=- 2E(+)\, and .(t)  dist(+, &) as t  .
We claim that this function is nonincreasing, which will end the proof.
To prove that . is nonincreasing, we show that its right upper derivative,
d
dt
+.(t)=lim suph a 0 1h (.(t+h)&.(t)), is nonpositive. In doing so, we
may assume +t {&, otherwise .(t+h)=.(t) for all h>0, and the upper
derivative vanishes.
By triangle inequality,
|dist(+, +t)&dist(+, +t+h)|dist(+t , +t+h),
so that
lim sup
h a 0
1
h
dist(+t , +t+h)=&grad E |+t &. (26)
On the other hand, since +t {&,
d
dt 
2E(+t)
\
=&
&grad E |+t &
2
- 2\ E(+t)
.
Applying inequality (21), we find
d
dt 
2E(+t)
\
&&grad E |+t &, (27)
and we conclude by grouping together (26) and (27). K
Proof of Proposition 2$. Of course Proposition 2$ is immediate from
Proposition 3$. However, we present an independent proof, where the
reader may recognize the well-known argument of Bakry and Emery. We
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fix + # P and introduce the gradient flow +t of E starting from +, as in the
proof of Proposition 1$. Recall that
d
dt
E(+t)=&&grad E |+t &
2, (28)
and
d
dt
&grad E(+t)&2 = 2 grad E |+t , Hess E |+t d+tdt 
= &2 (grad E |+t , Hess E |+t grad E |+t)

(22)
&2\ &grad E |+t &
2.
This differential inequality implies that
&grad E |+t &
2e&2\t &grad E |+&2. (29)
In particular, as t  , &grad E |+t &  0, and by assumption (24), +t  &.
Combining (29) with (28) and integrating in time, we obtain
E(+)&E(+t)\|
t
0
e&2\{ d{+ &grad E |+&2

1
2\
&grad E |+&2. (30)
Since E(+t)  E(&) as t  , the result follows. K
Proof of Proposition 3$. Now we assume that (23) holds true. We fix +.
Let +t , 0t1 be a curve of least energy joining + for t=0 and & for t=1.
Hence it is a geodesic parametrized by arc length,
"d+tdt "=dist(+, &). (31)
Let us write the Taylor formula
E(&)=E(+)+
d
dt } t=0 E(+t)+|
1
0
(1&t)
d 2
dt2
E(+t) dt.
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To prove the result, it is sufficient to note that E(&)=0 by assumption,
and
d
dt } t=0 E(+t) = grad E |+ ,
d+t
dt } t=0
 &grad E |+ & "d+tdt } t=0"
=(31) &grad E |+& dist(+, &),
|
1
0
(1&t)
d 2
dt2
E(+t) dt = |
1
0
(1&t) d+tdt , Hess E |+t
d+t
dt  dt

(23)
K |
1
0
(1&t) "d+tdt "
2
dt
=(31)
K
2
dist(+, &)2. K
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we fix two probability measures + and & on M, satisfying
the assumptions of Theorem 1. By an approximation argument which is
sketched in the appendix, we may assume without loss of generality that
the density h= d+d& satisfies
h is bounded away from 0 and  on M,
h is smooth and 12 |{h|
2 is bounded on M.
(32)
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1 is the introduction of the
probability diffusion semigroup (+t)t0 defined by the PDE
t +t={ } \+t { log d+td& + ; +0 =+. (33)
Here, { } stands for the adjoint operator of the gradient. The semigroup
(+t) provides a natural interpolation between + and &. In the language of
Section 3, it is the gradient flow of the entropy functional H(+ | &). In the
Euclidean case, the equation for the density ft of +t ,
t ft={ } ({ ft+ ft {9 )
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is known in kinetic theory as the FokkerPlanck equation. It will be more
adapted to our purposes (and more intrinsic) to use the equation for the
density ht=d+td&,
t ht=2ht&{9 } {ht ; h0 =h. (34)
Let us now argue that we can construct a solution of suitable regularity
of the evolution problem (34). First note that, due to the maximum principle,
we can find a priori estimates from above and below for ht ,
sup
M
ht sup
M
h, inf
M
htinf
M
h (35)
Next, we give a bound on the gradient of ht by using Bernstein’s method.
Let gt=|{ht | 22, one checks that gt satisfies
t gt&qgt+{9 } {gt
=&tr((D2ht)T D2ht)&{ht } (Ric+D29 ) {ht
2Cgt .
Here we have used the Riemannian geometry formulas
&qgt=&tr((D2ht)T D2ht)&{ht } Ric {ht&{ht } {qht ,
{9 } {gt=&{ht } D29 {ht+{ht } {({9 } {ht).
Since by assumption Ric+D29 is bounded below by &C, we get by
maximum principle the a priori estimate
sup
M
1
2 |{ht |
2e2Ct sup
M
1
2 |{h|
2. (36)
Combining our assumption (32) on the initial data, and standard theory
for the heat equation, the two a priori estimates (35) and (36) are sufficient
to guarantee the existence of a global solution to (34). Then, it suffices to
set
+t=ht &
to obtain a solution of (33) (in weak sense).
We now begin to study several links between the semigroup (+t), the
entropy, the Fisher information, and the Wasserstein distance. The reader
can check that the next two lemmas are formally direct consequences of the
abstract considerations developed in Section 3.
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Lemma 1.
d
dt
H(+t | &)=&I(+t | &). (37)
This lemma is well known: see in particular [3, 1]. We give a short proof
for completeness.
Proof of Lemma 1. We observe that
H(+t | &)=| ht log ht d&.
Since ht is a smooth solution of (34) which is bounded away from 0,
t (ht log ht)&q(ht log ht)+{9 } {(ht log ht)=&
1
ht
|{ht | 2.
Therefore, for any smooth function ’ with compact support
d
dt | (ht log ht) ’ d&=&| {(ht log ht) } {’ d&&|
1
ht
|{ht |2 ’ d&.
Now, select a sequence [’n] of smooth functions with compact support,
such that
’n is uniformly bounded and converges pointwise to 1,
{’n is uniformly bounded and converges pointwise to 0.
Since 12 |{ht |
2 is bounded on M, locally uniformly for t # [0, ), we can
pass to the limit, and get
d
dt | ht log ht d&=&|
1
ht
|{ht | 2 d&=&I(+t | &).
This proves (37). K
The next lemma is the real core of the proof.
Lemma 2.
d
dt
+
W(+, +t)- I(+t | &). (38)
(Here (ddt)+ stands for the upper right derivative.)
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Proof. First of all, thanks to the triangle inequality for the Wasserstein
metric (see [27] for instance),
|W(+, +t+s)&W(+, +t)|W(+t , +t+s).
Thus we only need to show that for fixed t # [0, ),
lim sup
s a 0
1
s
W(+t | +t+s)- I(+t | &). (39)
Remark. Actually, there should be equality in formula (39), but (in a
general Riemannian context) this requires some more work, and will be
proved elsewhere. See Section 7 for related statements.
The idea to prove (39) is to rewrite the nonlinear equation (33) as a
linear transport equation, i.e., an equation of the form
t +t+{ } (+t!t)=0, (40)
and then solve it (a posteriori) by using the well-known method of charac-
teristics from the theory of linear transport equations.
To this end, we naturally introduce the vector field
!t =&{ log ht .
By our a priori estimates (35) and (36), this vector field is smooth and
bounded on all of M, locally uniformly in t # [0, ). Hence there exists a
smooth curve of diffeomorphisms (the characteristic trajectories) [0, ) % s
[ ,s with
s,s =!t+s b ,s and ,0 =id.
Let us now prove that +t+s is the push-forward ,s*+t of +t under ,s . This
means
| ‘ d+t+s =| ‘ b ,s d+t for all bounded and continuous ‘, (41)
or equivalently
| ‘ b ,&1s d+t+s=| ‘ d+t . (42)
It is obviously enough to prove (42) for an arbitrary smooth ‘ with com-
pact support. For such a ‘, define (‘s)s0 by ‘s=‘ b ,&1s . Since ‘s b ,s=‘,
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it is readily checked that (‘s) solves (in strong sense) the adjoint transport
equation
s‘s+!t+s } {‘s=0.
Since on the other hand
s +t+s+{ } (+t+s!t+s)=0,
this implies
d
ds | ‘s d+t+s=0,
and the identity (42) follows.
Now, define the measure ?s on M_M by
d?s(x, y)=d+t (x) $[ y=,s(x)].
In other words,
| ‘(x, y) d?s(x, y)=| ‘(x, ,s(x)) d+t (x) for all continuous and bounded ‘.
According to (41), ?s has marginals +t and +t+s . Thus, by definition of
the Wasserstein distance,
W(+t , +t+s) | d(x, ,s(x))2 d+t (x)
or
1
s
W(+t , +t+s) | d(x, ,s(x))
2
s2
d+t (x).
Since !t+s is bounded on M uniformly in s # [0, 1], also d(x, ,s(x))s is
bounded in x # M and in s # [0, 1], and converges to |!t (x)| for s a 0.
Therefore we obtain by dominated convergence
lim
s a 0 |
d(x, ,s(x))2
s2
d+t (x)=| |!t |2 d+t =I(+t | &).
This establishes (39) and achieves the proof of (38). K
The next lemma makes precise the sense in which +t converges towards
& as t  .
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Lemma 3.
H(+t | &) ww
t A  0, (43)
W(+, +t) ww
t A  W(+, &). (44)
Proof. The proof of the first part of Lemma 3 has become standard.
According to the assumption of Theorem 1,
I(+t | &)2\ H(+t | &)
so that together with (37)
d
dt
H(+t | &)&2\ H(+t | &),
which implies (43).
Next, we prove (44). In view of the triangle inequality
|W(+, +t)&W(+, &)|W(+t , &),
it is enough to show
W(+t , &) ww
t A  0. (45)
Using the well-known and elementary Csisza rKullbackPinsker inequality
[11, 17]
| |ht&1| d&2 | ht log ht d&=- 2H(+t | &),
we obtain from (43) that
| |ht&1| d& wwt A  0.
On the other hand, ht is bounded on M, uniformly for t A . Therefore, if ‘ is
a continuous function with at most quadratic growth at infinity, that is,
|‘(x)|C(d(x0 , x)2+1),
we have by dominated convergence
}| ‘ d+t&| ‘ d&}  C | |ht&1| (d(x0 , } )2+1) d&
wwt A  0.
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According to the continuity of the Wasserstein metric under weak convergence
[27, Theorem 1.4.1], this implies (45). We note that due to the quadratic
growth of the cost function, it would not have been sufficient to check only
weak convergence in measure sense. K
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1, by the very same argument
than Proposition 1$. First, by Lemma 2,
d
dt
+
W(+, +t)- I(+t | &).
But, since by assumption & satisfies LSI(\),
- I(+t | &)
I(+t | &)
- 2\H(+t |&)
(if +t {&). Then, applying Lemma 4.11,
I(+t | &)
- 2\H(+t | &)
=&
d
dt 
2H(+t | &)
\
.
Thus,
d
dt
+
.(t)#
d
dt
+
_W(+, +t)& 2H(+t | &)\ &0
(and this relation is also clearly true if +t=&, since this will imply +t+s=&
for all s>0).
Therefore,
lim
t  +
.(t).(0)= 2H(+ | &)\ .
But by Lemma 3,
.(t) wwwt  + W(+, &).
This concludes the proof of inequality (11), and of Theorem 1.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
We first mention that this theorem is proven in a slightly different
context in [26].
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In this section, we fix +0=+, +1=e&9 dx, and denote by f0 , f1 their
respective densities w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. According to the results of
Brenier [6], extended in McCann [23], there exists a (d+0 -a.e) unique
gradient of a convex function, {.(x)=x+{8(x), such that
{.*+0=+1 .
In terms of the densities,
f0(x)= f1(x+{8(x)) det D(x+{8(x)).
We mention that this characterization of the ‘‘optimal transference plan’’
has been recently extended by McCann [25] to the case of a smooth
manifold (see also [12] for the torus), with a suitable generalization of the
class of gradients of convex functions.
We immediately note that
W(+0 , +1)= | |{8|2 d+0 .
We shall prove
H(+0 | +1)&| { log
d+0
d+1
} {8 d+0&
K
2 | |{8|
2 d+0 , (46)
and by CauchySchwarz inequality, it will follow that
H(+0 | +1) | }{ log d+0d+1 }
2
d+0  | |{8| 2 d+0 &K2 | |{8| 2 d+0
=- I(+0 | +1) W(+0 , +1)&
K
2
W(+0 , +1)2.
To prove (46), we introduce a convenient interpolation flow between +0
and +1 . For the heuristic reasons exposed in Section 3, the natural inter-
polation is given by the following construction, due to McCann [23] and
Benamou and Brenier [4]. Define a family of measures (+t)0t1 , inter-
polating between +0 and +1 , by
+t=(id+t {8)*+0 .
This interpolation is natural if one thinks of the transport problem as a
problem of transporting units of mass (or particles) at least cost: it corre-
sponds to a transport of particles along straight lines, with constant
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velocity, from their initial location to their final destination. At the level of
the densities ft of the measures +t ,
f0(x)= ft (x+t {8(x)) det D(x+t {8(x)). (47)
Note that x+t {8(x) is the gradient of a strictly convex function for t<1,
so that this formula indeed defines ft . Also this implies, by the Knott
SmithBrenier characterization theorem,
W(+0 , +t)=t| |{8|2 d+0 =tW(+0 , +1), 0t1.
Turning this formulation into an Eulerian formulation yields precisely
Eqs. (18) for (+t , 8t), with initial value 80=8. The field 8t is now the
‘‘velocity field’’ of the ‘‘particles’’ in an Eulerian description, and coincides
with the actual velocities of particles only at time t=0.
Formally, (46) is a very elementary consequence of the equations (18).
Indeed, by simple calculations they imply (as in the example given in
Section 3)
d
dt
H(+t | +1)=| { log
d+t
d+1
} {8t d+t ;
{ ddt | { log d+td+1 } {8t=:ij | (ij 8t)2 d+t+| (D29 } {8t , {8t) d+t ;d
dt | |{8t |
2 d+t=0.
(48)
Then the third equation yields
| |{8t |2 d+t=| |{80 |2 d+0=W(+0 , +1)2.
Combining this with the second equation in (48), and using the assumption
on D29, we get
| { log
d+t
d+1
} {8t d+t
| { log
d+0
d+1
} {80 d+0+K |
t
0
ds | |{8s |2 d+s
=| { log
d+0
d+1
} {80 d+0+Kt | |{80 |2 d+0 .
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To obtain (46) it suffices to integrate this in t, from t=0 to t=1, and use
the first equation in (48).
But some comments have to be made on the rigor in dealing with solu-
tions of (18). According to the results of Caffarelli [7, 8] and Urbas [31]
on the Monge-Ampe re equation, 8 in (47) is of class C2, :(0 ) if f0 and f1
are strictly positive smooth functions on 0 , where 0 is a smooth bounded
convex set of Rn. It was pointed out to the second author by A. Swiech,
that it is possible to extend these results to the case when f0 and f1 are
positive Ho lder-continuous fonctions on the whole of Rn. This allows to
avoid the unpleasant boundary terms that would appear in a truncation
arguments (with a boundary depending on t, since the support of +t may
be strictly smaller than the support of +0 , +1), and to render the argument
above rigorous.
We do not expose here the generalization to Rn of the regularity results,
but rather detail an alternative, direct argument relying only on formula
(47). This one is less elementary but easier to justify. Its main advantage is
that it does not invoke the difficult results of Caffarelli and Urbas, and thus
may be generalized to the study of arbitrary smooth manifolds.
In the formulas below we shall abuse notations by identifying measures
with their densities. Recall that H( f | e&9)= f log f+ f9. In the sequel
we fix 9, but (by density) we replace f0 and f1 by smooth functions with
common compact support (so that the relation 9=&log f1 is no longer
true). We then construct ( ft)0t1 as in (47). Since f0 and f1 are compactly
supported, we know that on the support of f0 , {8 # L (more precisely,
{8 takes its values in supp ( f1)&supp( f0)).
The results of McCann [24] assert that the change of variables given by
x  x+t {8(x) is licit. Replacing ft (x+t {8(x)) by f0(x)det(In+tD28(x)),
this entails
H( ft | e&9 )=| f0 log f0&| f0 log det(In+tD28)
+| f09(x+t {8(x)) dx. (49)
Here D28 is to be understood in the following sense. By a result of
Aleksandrov, since |x|22+8 is a convex function, 8 has a second derivative
almost everywhere; this means that for a.a. x # Rn,
8(x+h)=8(x)+{8(x) } h+(D28(x) } h, h) +o( |h| 2).
We refer to [13] for a proof of this and all the related facts that we shall
use about second derivatives in the sense of Aleksandrov.
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The log-concavity of the determinant application ensures that the second
term on the right of (49) is a convex function of t. Next, using again the
fact that {8 is L, we see that the last term on the right is C2, and its
second derivative is
| f0 (D29(x+t {8(x)) } {8(x), {8(x))K | f0 |{8(x)| 2.
Since  f0 |{8| 2=W( f0 , f1)2, this implies that
d 2
dt2
H( ft | e&9)KW( f0 , f1)2. (50)
Next, we need to show that

t  0 +
H( ft | e&9)&H( f0 | e&9)
t
| f0 { log
f0
e&9
} {8
=| { f0 } {8+| f0 {9 } {8. (51)
The term in  f0 {9 } {8 is clearly obtained by differentiating
 f09(x+t {8(x)), and we only consider the more delicate term with the
determinant.
By Aleksandrov’s theorem, as t  0, &log det(x+t {8(x)) converges
a.e. to 28(x) (again, considered in Aleksandrov sense). Moreover, since
&log(x+t {8(x)) is a convex function of t, the convergence is monotone
decreasing, and we can apply Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem to
find

t  0+
H( ft | e&9)&H( f0 | e&9)
t
=&| f0 28.
But, as is well known, 28[Aleksandrov]28[distributional] (in the
sense of measures). This implies

t  0 +
H( ft | e&9)&H( f0 | e&9)
t
| { f0 } {8=| f0 { log f0 } {8.
The combination of (50) and (51) entails (as previously seen)
H( f1 | e&9)H( f0 | e&9)&| f0 { log
f0
e&9
} {8+
K
2 | f0 |{8|
2
H( f0 | e&9)&- I( f0 | e&9) W( f0 , f1)+
K
2
W( f0 , f1)2.
To conclude, it suffices to let f1 approach e&9.
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Remarks. (1) We proved the general inequality
H(+0 | e&9)H(+1 | e&9)+W(+0 , +1) - I(+0 | e&9)&
K
2
W(+0 , +1)2,
valid for arbitrary +0 , +1 as soon as D29K In . If in this last formula,
instead of d+1=e&9 dx, we choose d+0=e&9 dx, we recover
H(+1 | e&9)
K
2
W(+1 , e&9)2.
Though this may not be immediately apparent because of our differential
argument, this is actually the principle of Blower’s proof of our Corollary
2.1 in Rn.
(2) What are the cases of equality for (13)? Recall the formal
equality (d+1=e&9 dx)
H(+0 | +1)=&| { log
d+0
d+1
} {80 d+0&|
1
0
dt (1&t) | (D29 } {8t , {8t) d+t
&:
ij
|
1
0
dt (1&t) | ( ij8t)2 d+t . (52)
If this formula could be rigorously proven for arbitrary probability distri-
butions +0 on Rn, this would easily imply the cases of equality in Theorem 3.
Indeed, on the support of +0 , D28t=0 must vanish, whence {8t=a={80
for some fixed vector a. Thus the density f0 of +0 has to be a translate of e&9,
i.e.,
f0(x)=e&9(x+a).
Moreover, { log(d+0 d+1)={9(x+a)&{9(x) has to be colinear to a, for
all x, so that
{9(x+a)={9(x)+*a
for some real number *. Also we should have
(D29(x) } a, a)=K |a|2 (53)
for all x # Rn, and some K # R (obviously nonnegative if a{0). Roughly
speaking, this means that 9 has to be of the form K |a|2+( y2(x), ...,
yn(x)), where (a, y2(x), ..., yn(x)) is a system of cartesian coordinates of Rn.
In short, equality should hold if and only if f0 is a translate of e&9, in a
direction in which the potential 9 is quadratic.
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In fact, this is precisely the condition of equality for the logarithmic
Sobolev inequality in the case when D29K>0 (see [1] for precise
statements). Since in this case the inequality (13) implies LSI(K ), we can
conclude without further justification that the former formal argument
yields the correct answer in the case K>0.
This formal argument also suggests that there are no nontrivial cases of
equality if K<0.
In order to do the same proof on a manifold, we need several auxiliary
results: identification of the relevant interpolation between +0 and +1 , semi-
concavity of the optimal transportation map (and existence of a second
derivative almost everywhere), change of variables formula similar to the
one of McCann, etc. In order to limit the size of this paper, and because
they are of independent interest, these questions will be addressed in a
separate work.
6. AN APPLICATION OF THEOREM 1
Let & denote the uniform measure on a Riemannian manifold M, with
unit volume: &(M)=1. Let us assume that & satisfies LSI(\) for some \>0,
and let A be any measurable subset of M, and f =1A &(A). As a conse-
quence of Theorem 1, we have
W( f d&, d&) 2  f log f d&\ =
2
\
log
1
&(A)
. (54)
We shall use this inequality to give a (slightly) simplified proof of a
theorem by Ledoux [19], which establishes a partial converse to the
statement (due to Rothaus) that compact manifolds always satisfy loga-
rithmic Sobolev inequalities. In fact, Saloff-Coste [29] and Ledoux [19]
proved that if the Ricci curvature tensor of M is bounded below, then LSI
implies the compactness of M.
In view of the remark by Talagrand (inequality (4)), the proof that we
present is quite close in spirit to the one by Ledoux. Yet the use of trans-
port instead of concentration may appear more natural, and leads to much
simpler numerical constants.
Theorem 4 (Ledoux). Let M be a smooth complete Riemannian manifold
of dimension n, wich uniform measure &, &(M)=1. Assume that & satisfies
LSI(\) for some \>0, and that the Ricci curvature tensor of M is bounded
below:
\x # M, Ric(x)&RIn , R>0.
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Then M has finite diameter D, with
DC - n max \ 1- \ ,
R
\+ , (55)
where C is numerical.
Proof. We shall admit the fact (proven in [19]) that D<, and prove
directly the estimate (55). Let B(x, r) denote the geodesic open ball of
radius r, center x, and let &B(x, r)=&(B(x, r)) denote its volume. By con-
tinuity of the distance mapping (x, y) [ d(x, y) on M_M, there exist
x0 , y0 # M such that d(x0 , y0)=D. Clearly, B(x0 , D2) & B( y0 , D2)=<,
whence we can assume without loss of generality that &B(x0 , D2)12.
On the other hand, since M=B(x0 , D), by the Riemannian volume
comparison theorem follows
1
&B(x0 , D4)
=
&B(x0 , D)
&B(x0 , D4)
4ne- (n&1) R D. (56)
By (54) and (56),
W(&|B(x0 , D4) , &)
2
2
\
(n log 4+- (n&1) R D).
But since &(cB(x0 , D2))12 and d(B(x0 , D4), cB(x0 , D2))D4, obviously
W(&|B(x0 , D4) , &)
2
1
2
_
D2
16
.
Thus
D2
32
&
2 - (n&1) R D
\
&
2n log 4
\
0, (57)
and the conclusion follows. K
Following Ledoux [20], we note that if RicR >0, then it is known
[3, 18] that \R n(n&1), and (57) becomes
D8 - log 4  n&1R .
Replacing D4 by *D2 in the proof above, we can change the constant
8 - log 4 by 4 inf* - log(2*)(1&*)&7.6, which is only about twice the
optimal constant ? (given by the BonnetMyers theorem).
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7. LINEARIZATIONS
It is well known since Rothaus [28] that a linearized version of the
logarithmic Sobolev inequality
H(+ | &)
1
2\
I(+ | &) (58)
is the Poincare inequality P(\),
_|M f d&=0&O & f &2L2 (d&)
1
\
& f &2H1 (d&) , (59)
where
& f &2H 1 (d&)=|
M
|{f | 2 d&.
Indeed, if one chooses a smooth f such that  f d&=0, and sets +=+=
(1+=f ) &, then, as = go to 0,
H(+= | &)
=2

1
2
& f &2L2(d&) ,
I(+= | &)
=2
 & f &2H 1 (d&) . (60)
We now argue that the linearization of Talagrand’s inequality
W(+, &)2
2H(+ | &)
\
(61)
is also the Poincare inequality P(\). In short, LSI(\) O T(\) O P(\). We
thank D. Bakry for asking us whether this implication was true.
Here is a general and simple argument. As before, we consider +=
(1+=f ) & ( f smooth, compactly supported,  f d&=0). By Taylor formula
at order 2, there is a constant C such that for all x, y # M,
f (x)& f ( y)|{f ( y)| d(x, y)+Cd(x, y)2. (62)
Let ?= be an optimal transference plan in the definition of the Wasserstein
distance between += and &. This means
?= # 6(+= , &), W(+= , &)2=|
M_M
d(x, y)2 d?=(x, y).
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By definition of 6(+= , &),
| f 2 d&=| f d \+=&&= +=
1
= |M_M [ f (x)& f ( y)] d?=(x, y).
Using (62),
| f 2 d&
1
= |M_M |{f ( y)| d(x, y) d?=(x, y)+
C
= |M_M d(x, y)
2 d?=(x, y)

1
=  | |{ f ( y)|2 d?=(x, y)  | d(x, y)2 d?=(x, y)
+
C
= | d(x, y)
2 d?=(x, y)
= | |{f |2 d& W(+= , &)= +
C
=
W(+= , &)2.
Using now inequality T(\),
| f 2 d& 2\  | |{f | 2 d& 
H(+= | &)
=2
+
C
=
H(+= | &).
By (60), we can pass to the limit as =  0 and recover
& f &2L2 (d&)
1
- \
& f &H1 (d&) & f &L2 (d&) . (63)
After simplification by & f &L2 (d&) , this is the Poincare inequality P(\)
(proven for smooth functions, and immediately extended to all of H1(d&)
by density).
The above proof is simple and holds in full generality. Yet, in order to
help understanding how the Wasserstein distance is behaving in the limit
=  0, and why the preceding result is natural, we present another line of
reasoning, which we explicit only in the Euclidean case. Closely related
considerations appear in [14].
Let {.= be an optimal gradient of convex function transporting & onto
+= (see [23] for instance). This means
| |x&{.=(x)|2 d&(x)=W(+= , &)2.
In particular,
1
=2 | |x&{.=(x)|
2 d&(x)=
1
=2
W(+= , &)2
2
\
H(+= | &)
=2

& f &2L2 (d&)
\
. (64)
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This implies that (up to extraction of a subsequence), as =  0, {.=
converges towards {.0=id in L2(d&) and a.e, and {(.=&|x| 22)  {F,
weakly in L2, for some F # H1(d&).
This F is actually a well-known object. Indeed, if we let ‘ be a smooth
test-function, we see that (by definition of {.=),
| ‘ f d&= lim=  0
1
= | ‘ d(+=&&)= lim=  0 |
‘ b {.=&‘
=
d&
=| {‘ } {F d&, (65)
where the limit is easily justified by using the a.e. convergence of .= , and
weak convergence of ({.=&x)=. Thus, F solves the elliptic equation
&LF= f,
where L is the linear, L2(d&)-self-adjoint operator defined by
(LF ) &=&{ } (& {F ), (66)
or more explicitly
LF=e9 { } (e&9 {F )=2F&{9 } {F.
This solution is unique up to a constant, because (F, LF )&=&({F, {F )& ,
and & is supported on the whole of M.
Now, since
& f &2L2 (d&)=&| f LF d&=| {f } {F d&
 | |{F | 2 d& | |{f | 2 d&,
we can define
| |{F | 2 d&=& f &2H&1 (d&) ,
and the following interpolation inequality holds,
& f &2L2 (d&)& f &H 1 (d&) & f &H&1 (d&) . (67)
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By weak convergence and convexity of the square norm,
& f &2H&1 (d&)=| |{F | 2 d& =  0 | }
{.=&{.0
= }
2
d&
= 
=  0
W(+= , &)
=2
, (68)
and we conclude by using (67) and (60). Actually, the limit of T(\) is
precisely the Poincare inequality in dual formulation; and it is natural that
the infinitesimal optimal displacement be given by the equation &LF= f,
because (by (66)) this ensures that += is an approximate solution of the
transport equation
+=
=
+{ } (+= {F )=0.
The same considerations show that the linearization of the (HWI)
inequality is
_| f d&=0&O & f &2L2(d&)2 & f &H&1(d&) & f &H 1 (d&)&K & f &2H&1 (d&) ,
which holds if d&=e&9 dx, D29KIn . By Young’s inequality, it implies
the Poincare inequality P(K) if K>0. And if K=0 (convexity of 9 ),
we recover the interpolation inequality (67), only up to a multiplicative
factor 2. (The formal resemblance between inequality (HWI) and inequality
(67) was first pointed out to us by P. L. Lions.)
Thus, inequality (HWI) should really be considered as a nonlinear inter-
polation inequality (recall that H plays the role of a strong norm, by
Csisza rKullbackPinsker, while W is a weak distance, and I involves
gradients). The heuristic considerations of Section 3 suggest that there is no
nonlinear generalization of the linear interpolation inequality (67).
APPENDIX: A NONLINEAR APPROXIMATION ARGUMENT
In this appendix, we display the density argument that enables to recover
Theorem 1 in full generality, after proving it only for those +=h& that
satisfy (32).
Let us first show that it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1 in the case when
h is bounded from above, and bounded away from 0. We consider an
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arbitrary h # L1(d&), such that +=h & has finite second moments. Then, for
any n # N, we define
h n ={
1
n
n
h
on {h<1n=
on [h>n]
elsewhere = (69)
and
+n =hn &, where hn =
1
:n
h n and :n =| h n d&.
We observe that
H(+n | &)=| hn log hn d&=
1
:n | h n log h n d&&log :n .
Since
:n  1,
h n log h n  h log h a. e.,
&
1
e
h n log h nmax[h log h, 0],
we obtain by dominated convergence
H(+n |&)  | h log h d&=H(+ | &). (70)
Furthermore, if ‘ is a continuous function with at most quadratic growth
at infinity, that is,
|‘(x)|C(d(x0 , x)2+1),
then
}| ‘ d+n&| ‘ d+}C | |hn&h| (d(x0 , } )2+1) d&
C \ 1:n |[h<1n] _ [h>n] (d(x0 , } )2+1) d+
+} 1:n &1 } | (d(x0 , } )2+1) d++ .
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Hence, by dominated convergence again,
| ‘ d+n  | ‘ d+
for all continuous functions ‘ which grow at most quadratically. According
to the continuity of the Wasserstein metric under weak convergence, this
implies as desired
W(+n , &)  W(+, &). (71)
The argument to show that one may also assume the second part of (32)
is more standard. Given a +=h & which satisfies the first part of (32), it
suffices to construct by a standard linear regularization argument a
sequence [h n] such that
h n is smooth and 12 |{h n |
2 is bounded on M for all n,
h is bounded away from 0 and  on M uniformly in n,
h n  h in L1(d&).
We then define +n like in the second line of (69). The argument that (70)
and (71) holds for this approximating sequence is even easier than in the
first approximation step.
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